This paper accomplishes two things. It presents a derivation of the equations of motion
INTRODUCTION
Studies of free and forced motions of spinning rigid bodies of various geometries have been, and continue to be documented in great detail in the literature. Such studies have led to the development of important scientific instruments (gyroscopes, etc.) and to the concept of spin stabilization of modern spacecraft. By contrast, variable mass systems have received relatively little attention in the literature, though they play an equally important role in modern technology, especially in space flight.
It is clear from intuition that when the net change in mass of a system, as well as its mass variation rate are small, it is unnecessary to account for the change in mass in the study of the system's motion. For example, automobiles are in fact variable mass systems, yet, no one takes mass variation into account in handling and performance studies of ordinary automobiles. The reason is that the rate of mass variation is viewed as negligible-and rightly so. On the other hand, a system that undergoes a substantial change in mass, especially if this occurs in a short period of time, will definitely require that mass variation be accounted for in the study of its overall dynamics; otherwise, any predicted response of the system will be far removed from its true behaviour. The purpose of this paper is to lay a solid foundation for the study of the dynamic behaviour of systems with substantial change in mass. This is done by presenting a complete rigorous derivation of the equations of motion of such systems.
Although scientific study of variable mass systems has been in progress for more than two hundred years, developments in this field have been sporadic. The earliest recorded work on the dynamics of bodies with varying mass was performed in the eighteenth century by Bernoulli [1] . He was then studying the forces acting on a liquid jet propelled hydroreactive ship-an ancient application of the principle of jet propulsion. He actually derived what may be referred to as the equation of motion in this special case. The Czech scientist and inventor, George von Buquoy [2] , was the first to pose the general problem of the dynamics of systems with varying mass. In 1812, he obtained his 'motion formula' for such systems, and went on to solve a large number of examples based on this formula. von Buquoy's work can be said to mark the birth of the theory of the dynamics of systems with varying mass. In the mean time, William Moore [3] worked out his mathematical theory of rocket motion in England in 1813, and, in 1819, Poisson [4] took a rather modern approach and derived the equations of motion of variable mass systems based on Lagrange's general formula. In a book published in 1856, Tait and Steele [5] included a section on mass variation. They postulated that mass variation produced small continuous impacts or impulsive forces on systems, and thus resulted in continuous change of velocity. This work was followed, several years later, by that of Meshcherskii [6] , whose work spanned the period 1897 to 1904. He essentially laid the foundation for the development of variable mass dynamics as a special discipline of mechanics. He devoted his 160-page master's thesis to exploring a large array of issues relevant to variable mass dynamics-from the derivation of equations of motion to the solution of a series of problems in the field. All of these early investigations of variable mass systems were limited in one way-they were only concerned with the study of the translational motion of such systems. The issue of rotational motion of such systems was not addressed until the mid 1940's.
The Second World War brought with it a resurgence of interest and activity in the dynamics of variable mass systems, mostly in connection with rocketry. At this time, translational motion of such systems was relatively well understood and the main focus of research in variable mass dynamics began to shift to the attitude motion of such systems. Some of the scientific giants of this new era include Rosser et al. [7] , Gantmacher and Levin [8] , Rankin [9] , Leitman [10, 11, 12] , and Thomson [13, 14, 15] . These investigators derived several versions of the equations of motion of variable mass systems, and their work gives a great deal of physical insight into the behaviour of rockets in particular.
Flaws in current understanding of the dynamics of variable mass systems was brought to light in the early 1980's, when several space missions with upper stages powered by a new class of solid rocket motor were observed to exhibit anomalous behaviour. Unexpected and unexplainable rapid growth in cone angle occurred near the end of the motor burn. This class of motors was the first known to produce such anomaly, and it differed from its predecessors mainly in its much larger size and the existence of a submerged nozzle construction. This problem sparked another flurry of investigations of variable mass systems (see for example Eke [16] , Meyer [17] , Mingori and Yam [18] , Flandro et al. [19] , Cochran and Kang [20] ), and is one of the main factors that motivated this work.
The derivation of equations of motion for systems with varying mass is not as straightforward as it would normally be for a system of particles and/or rigid bodies of constant mass. The reason is that the basic principles of dynamics, such as Newton-Euler equations and Lagrange's equations are only truly valid when applied to a definite set of particles or rigid bodies. Hence, to study variable mass systems, one can proceed in one of at least two ways. One, is to seek or develop new formalisms that would be valid for variable mass systems in general; another solution is to model variable mass systems in a way that allows them to be viewed as constant mass systems, and thus make them amenable to treatment by existing principles of dynamics. This latter approach has been the choice of practically all investigators to date. However, the process of adapting the classical equations of dynamics to variable mass systems has been based mostly on heuristics. The main purpose of this paper is to place the equation derivation process for variable mass systems on a solid mathematical basis and thus lay the foundation for rigorous analyses of the behaviour of such systems.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion for both rotational and translational motion of variable mass systems are derived here using one of the methods of analytical dynamics-Kane's formalism [21] . The merit of this approach is its efficiency. It produces the equations of transitional and rotational motion in one mathematically rigorous step, and makes it possible to clarify a lot of conceptual issues in the derivation, that have been very difficult to do in previous work.
The system of interest is shown, in its most general form, in Fig. 1 . It is determined by the closed surface, B, and its contents. The contents of B at any given instant consist generally of a solid phase (R), and a fluid phase (G). B and its contents are allowed to undergo general three-dimensional motion in space, and matter can flow continuously in and out of B during this motion. For example, parts of R can 'dissolve' into G by combustion or other processes; and, some of such products of combustion can then flow across the boundary B. At any given instant of time, only the surface B and whatever happens to be inside it at the instant constitute 'the system' for that instant. Thus, the system under consideration here evolves continuously, both as regards its location in space, and its material constitution-and hence its mass. We will use the symbol S to designate this system. Before formulating the dynamical equations for the system of Fig. 1 , we start by introducing the concept of constant mass systems associated with the variable mass system under study. At some instant of time, t 1 , there is a definite set of material particles inside B. Let us assume that this set of particles is contained in a closed deformable container, B 1 , that is identical to B at time t 1 . We then take the viewpoint that B 1 has always enclosed the exact particles that ended up in B at time t 1 , and that B 1 will continue to delimit these particles. Obviously, subsequent to time t 1 , the shape of B 1 will deviate from that of B if it is to continue to delimit the particles that were in B at time t 1 . Similarly, prior to time t 1 , the shape of B 1 , was, most likely, quite different from that of B, since only some of the particles inside B 1 prior to time t 1 where also inside B. The shape of B 1 is thus seen to vary with time, becoming identical to, and containing the same amount of matter as B at time t 1 . We note however, that B 1 and its contents maintain the same mass at all times. We shall represent B 1 and its contents with the symbol S 1 , and refer to it henceforth as the constant mass system associated with the variable mass system S at time t 1 . Similarly, we can define S 2 , S 3 , etc., as constant mass systems associated with S at times t 2 , t 3 , etc. Furthermore, we assume that there exists a special subset of the particles of S that remains within B throughout the interval of time of interest in this study. In fact, this sub-set is further assumed to constitute a rigid body that is part of R in Fig 1. This rigid body will therefore be a part of every S k .
We note that the configuration and motion of S at some instant of time t k is identical to the configuration and motion of S k at time t k . Hence, we can study the motion of S simply by studying the motion of a generic constant mass system of S. The merit to this approach is that each constant mass system does indeed have constant mass, and can thus be studied using any of the classical methods of dynamics such as the Lagrange equation or the Newton-Euler approach.
Kinematics
We now proceed with the derivation of the dynamical equations for a generic constant mass system S k using Kane's equation.
For the typical constant mass system S k shown in Fig. 2 , we use the symbol R to designate that part of the solid phase of S k that remains a rigid body throughout the interval of time of interest in this study. We also assume that the motion of the fluid particles relative to the solid portion of the system is known. Hence, the system has six degrees of freedom. A possible choice of generalized speeds, u r for the system is 
Here, b 1 , b 2 , b 3 is a right-handed set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors that is attached to R and shown in Fig. 2 ; ω is the inertial angular velocity of R, and is thus given by
and v * is the inertial velocity of the mass centre of S k , so that
The inertial velocity of a generic point P (see Fig. 2 ) of the system is 
Now, the velocity of the system mass centre S k * can be expressed as
where r * is the position vector of S k * relative to point O; and so, the corresponding partial velocities are
Equations (5) and (7) can be combined to obtain where v o is the velocity of an arbitrary point O of R, v r is the velocity of P relative to body R, and r is the position vector of P as measured from the point O. Because the motion of the fluid particles relative to R is assumed to be described by known functions of time, the partial velocities (see Kane and Levinson [21] ) of P are given by
where p is the position vector from S k * to P.
The acceleration of the generic point, P, of S k is a a r r v a
where a r is the relative acceleration. Similarly, the acceleration of S * is a a r r v a
and equations (9) and (10) 
Generalized inertia forces
The contribution of matter contained in an elementary parallelepiped located at P (see Fig. 2 ) to the generalized inertia forces of the system S k is
where dm is the mass of matter inside the parallelepiped. Equations (12), (11) and (8) yield 
Hence, the generalized inertia force on S k corresponding to the generalized speed, u r is 
We note here that the integrals in (14) are volume integrals that are taken over the region enclosed by B k . From Fig. 2 and the definition of mass centre,
Hence, 
Using (15) and (16) together with the facts that
and
Equation (14) is reduced to 
where m is the mass of S k . Hence, for r = 1, 2, and 3,
and, for r = 4, 5, and 6,
Generalized active forces
The force per unit volume, F P , acting on the generic particle P of the system has a component F e P that comes from forces external to the system S k , and another component F i P that is from forces internal to S k . Thus, the generalized active force F r for the system S k has the form (22) Now, if the internal force exerted on any particle P of the system S k by another particle Q of S k is assumed to act along the line connecting P and Q, then
In that case, the generalized active force can be written as 
where F is the resultant external force on the constant mass system, and M is the sum of the moments of all the external forces on the system about the system mass centre. Equations (1) and (25) then give 
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Dynamical equations
Kane's equation for this system has the form where the time derivative is taken in a reference frame fixed to R. Equation (33) is valid because B k encloses a constant mass system. Next, we substitute (33) into (32) and evaluate the new expression at time t k , when S k is identical with S. This leads to
We then re-write the last term on the left hand side of (32) as 
At this point, there are two main obstacles that prevent equations (29) and (30) from being useful as given above. First, the motion of fluid particles within B k was assumed known. This means that both the velocity and acceleration fields within the system are known as functions of time. In reality, none of these functions is known, but reasonable guesses can be made for the velocity field within B; that is, the velocity distribution inside B k for the instant t = t k , when the constant mass system S k coincides with the variable mass system S. The other problem is that we have no good way to estimate the acceleration field-not even within B.
To deal effectively with these obstacles, two important measures are taken. One is that we convert all accelerations of the generic particle P that appear explicitly in (29) and (30) to time derivatives of velocity. If done properly, this would take care of the second problem above. The other measure is that ways are found to convert any volume integral that contains a velocity term, and is taken over the region B k to a volume integral over B, where velocities can be estimated. This measure would resolve the first problem. We now show how these measures can be applied to equation (30).
Substituting for a * from (10), (30) becomes
Similarly, the equation of translational motion comes from (28), (27) and (21), and is
We recall that F r and F r * are, respectively, the generalized active force and the generalized inertia force of the constant mass system S k . From (28), (26) and (20) we obtain the equation of attitude motion as 
Then we evaluate equation (38) for time t k and invoke Reynolds Transport Theorem to convert the result to
where all the items in this equation apply to matter within B at the instant under consideration. 
where the last term is a surface integral over the surface of B, and n is a unit vector normal to B and pointing outwards. Equations (34) and (35) thus give
Because the last term on the left hand side of (34) contains a time derivative outside the integral sign, the limit of the integral cannot be changed to B as was done for the previous term. We are thus once again faced with the problem of taking the integral of an expression containing a velocity term over a region in which the velocity field cannot be easily estimated. Fortunately, this dilemma can be resolved by means of the Reynolds Transport Theorem [22] , which gives in this case, F. O. Eke and T. C. Mao
Another form of the equation of attitude motion
Another very useful form of the vector equation of rotational motion can be obtained from equation (29) by expanding the third term of this equation. First, consider the expression
with the time derivative taken in a reference frame fixed to R k . Since B k encloses a constant mass system, we have that
The last term on the right hand side of (42) can be added to and subtracted from (42); then by using the identity
we have
so that
On the other hand, A, as given in (41), can be evaluated at t = t k and expanded using Reynolds Transport Theorem to give
We then have, by equating (45) to (46),
Equation (29) evaluated at t = t k and (47) lead to the following alternate form of the vector equation of attitude motion for S
In summary, we have that the translational motion of the variable mass system under consideration is governed by equation (37), and the rotational or attitude motion of the same system is governed by equations (40) and (48).
EFFECTS OF MASS VARIATION
The equations of motion derived in the previous section (see equations (37), (40) and (48)) are quite complex, as they contain several volume integrals that are not easy to evaluate. Very little progress can be made with these equations without some simplifying assumptions to reduce their complexity. We now re-examine these equations: we assess the significance of each of the terms and explore the circumstances under which some of these terms can be dropped. The goal is to arrive at a set of equations that capture the salient features of the system under study, and that are nevertheless simple enough to render further analysis tractable.
Translational motion
The vector equation of translational motion (see equation (37) 
where
If v r is identically zero everywhere, then F C = F L = F T = 0, and we recover the vector equation of translational motion for a rigid body. Thus, mass variation appears to augment the F. O. Eke and T. C. Mao 'external forces' on an equivalent rigid body by three terms. F C is often referred to in the literature as the Coriolis force, since it derives from the Coriolis component of the acceleration. F is the rate at which the system's linear momentum relative to the base rigid body R decreases with time because of particle motion inside B. F represents the rate at which relative linear momentum is lost across the boundary B, and is often referred to as the thrust vector in rocket applications. If those particles of the system that can move relative to R are allowed to move within B but do not cross the boundary B, then F T becomes zero. F T would be non-zero but negligible if either a very small percentage of the system's particles is allowed to cross B, or those particles that cross B do so at a very slow rate. In other words, the thrust vector can be neglected whenever the amount of matter that is lost or gained per unit time is small. What matters here is the rate, not the total amount of matter lost or gained.
Note that we can use Reynold's transport theorem to expand the Coriolis force into 
where F is the external force, F T is the thrust vector, and F C2 is part of the Coriolis force and is given by (55). F C and F T can be dropped completely only when the rate of mass loss is negligible. This is clearly the case for an automobile, where the mass of the exhaust gases lost per unit time is a negligible fraction of the total vehicle mass. 
There are situations where v r can be considered negligible inside the boundary B but not at an exit from B. An example is an inflated balloon with a small hole. Gas motion inside the balloon is hardly noticeable while gas exit velocity at the hole is substantial. In cases like this, F L and F C1 are negligible, but F C2 as well as the thrust vector survive. As a matter of fact, this is not an unreasonable assumption for practical systems such as rockets, and can provide a way of rendering the equations of such systems tractable, since the details of internal gas flow can be neglected. Even if v r is not negligible within B, but the particles within B can attain some type of steady state in their motion relative to R, then F L and F C1 are once more negligible. After ignition, rocket systems quickly attain an approximate steady state, and so, F L and F C1 can be ignored for such systems.
In summary, the vector equation of translational motion for variable mass systems can, in many cases be reduced to
We arrive at the same conclusion for systems where v r can be considered negligible inside the boundary B but is finite and forms a symmetric field at each exit from B. Such is the situation in the simple case of a leaky balloon, as well as in the much more complex case of rockets. Even when the above conditions are not met, the fourth term on the left hand side of equation (40) also becomes negligible for steady-state relative motion of the fluid particles. There is advantage in using equation (61) rather than (60) for the study of rotational motion. The only term in equation (61) that contains v r is a surface integral over B. v r · n is zero everywhere on the surface of B except at those places where fluid particles can enter or leave the region delimited by B (the nozzle exit plane in the case of rockets). In general, v r · n can be approximated relatively well at these locations; hence the surface integral can in fact be evaluated in closed form. On the other hand, equation (60) requires a knowledge of the velocity field inside B, and thus makes the use of equation (60) problematic in many cases.
The fourth term on the left hand side of equation (61) is often referred to as the jet damping moment, because it has been shown [24] to have attenuating effects on the angular rates in some types of rocket systems. To evaluate this surface integral, it is necessary to know the geometric shape of those parts of the boundary where particles are allowed to exit or enter the system, as well as the velocity profile at these locations. This moment is thus very much dependent on the system's geometry. In the case of rockets, for example, the longitudinal dimension of the combustion chamber (for solid rockets) as well as the exit nozzle radius have much to do with the impact of this term on the system's attitude motion. The third term on the left hand side of equation (61) captures the contribution of inertia variation. We thus conclude that jet damping moment and the moment due to the changes in inertia properties have dominant effects on the attitude dynamics of the system. The relative importance and the interaction between these two moments essentially determine the character of the attitude dynamics of variable mass systems.
CONCLUSION
This study deals with the dynamic behaviour of bodies that lose or gain mass while in motion. In the first part of the paper, a complete and rigorous derivation of the equations of motion of such systems is presented. The resulting equations of motion are then further scrutinized and reasonable simplifying assumptions are invoked to make them tractable when used in the study of real systems.
In the study of the dynamic behaviour of variable mass mechanical systems, judiciously simplified versions of the equations of motion appear adequate for most studies. Many real variable mass systems are such that, at steady state, the velocities of particles moving within the boundaries of the system are very much less in magnitude than the velocities of particles exiting the system through some type of orifice (e.g. nozzle). For these systems, and others that maintain axial symmetry in spite of mass variation, the most important forces contributed by mass variability appear to be the thrust vector and the Coriolis force. The jet damping moment and the moment due to inertia variation are the dominant moments due to mass variability. These quantities should be included in any dynamic studies of variable mass systems to ensure that meaningful predictions can be made from the analysis. The simplified vector equations recommended here for the study of variable mass systems capture the main features of such systems while remaining tractable, even for closed form analytical studies.
